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re-grouped on another, thus establishing two systems of
association.
Projtunciation
It is not my purpose here to deal at length with the
•subject of pronunciation, which is better elaborated in
conjunction with a study of phonetics. The scientific
study of speech sounds has made a great advance in recent
years, and round the teaching of correct utterance a body
of methods has collected that requires a volume to itself.
There is no doubt that a thorough practical grounding in
phonetic principles and methods is a weapon invaluable
to a teacher of oral English; and there is no doubt in the
mind of the writer that the use of phonetic script or of
simplified spelling, or of some intermediate device like
phonoscript in the early readers would mean greater
progress in less time both in speaking and reading, if the
teacher were a competent phonetician.
In default of this special training and these specially
prepared reading books the ordinary teacher can still
adopt a number of useful measures.
To begin with he must be impressed with the
necessity of attending to pronunciation from the very
beginning of the course, seeing that the younger the pupil
the more plastic are his vocal organs, and, unless special
steps are taken to forestall them, vernacular habits of
utterance will inevitably dominate the pupil's pronuncia-
tion of English wherever there is a sufficient resemblance
of sound between the two to encourage this line of least
resistance. In other words, the pupil will always tend to
substitute for any new English sound the sound that
seems most like it in his vernacular, and he will do this,
unless corrected*, without knowing that he is doing it.
The reason he does not know this is, as a rule, because
he fails to hear the difference. When the English sound
is uttered before him, it is the vernacular nearest
•equivalent to which his ear has been long attuned, that
he actually hears: slight, though significant differences
escape his notice.
From these premises certain rules of action follow: —
(a) Assuming' th'at the teacher can detect the differ-
ences himself, he should isolate for separate practice   ike

